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Lessons That Are Set in Stone
Iris Moulton | Coordinator of Campus Engagement
The UMFA’s diverse collection of stone objects was the
focus of a fascinating field trip last spring. A group of
University of Utah students studied an array of stone
objects in UMFA galleries and collections storage as
part of an environmental humanities course, “Tectonic
Essays: A Philosophy of Stones.” Taught by visiting
professor Gretchen Henderson, this course examines
stone from multiple perspectives— cultural, archaeological, and scientific. Virginia Catherall, UMFA curator
of education, led a gallery tour exploring works made
of stone, including Aphrodite with Eros at Her Side
(second century), and works featuring images of stone,
such as Along the Hudson by Thomas Doughty (1852).
The students then joined conservator Robyn Haynie
behind the scenes in collections storage to examine
stone from a conservation perspective. They viewed
recent conservation work done on Saint Catherine of
Alexandria (1475–1499), as well as an Egyptian object,
Fragment of Relief (XI Dynasty, ca. 2,000 BCE) under
UV light to see if any past surface treatments may be
identified. Some areas appeared slightly orange, which
could indicate old shellac.
Custom class tours like this are just one way the
UMFA supports teaching on campus and serves as
a valuable interdisciplinary resource and space for
learning. By working directly with faculty, Museum
staff members can structure in-gallery experiences to
best suit the needs of students. Though only a limited
number of tours of this breadth are available each
semester, the UMFA offers many other resources to
faculty that help deepen classroom learning by
encounters with authentic objects of art.
TOP | Greco-Roman, Aphrodite with Eros on a Dolphin at Her Side, ca. 1st or 2nd
century, Greek mainland marble, purchased with funds from the Marriner S. Eccles
Foundation, UMFA1990.014.001. CENTER | Egyptian, Thebes, Temple of Mentu-hotep
III, Fragment of Relief, Middle Kingdom (Eleventh dynasty, c. 2000 BCE), limestone
and pigments, gift of Natacha Rombova, UMFA1952.007. BOTTOM | Unknown,
Italian, Saint Catherine of Alexandria, 15th century, 17 3/4 x 14 x 9 1/16 in., gift
of Mr. and Mrs. L. Boyd Hatch, UMFA1954.020.

